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Are you looking for an innovative and modern vacuum cleaner for your home or your car? The best option would be the BLACK-DECKER BDH2000PL Vacuum, an efficient, affordable and powerful portable vacuum cleaner that is also one of the best vacuum cleaners available on the market. The BLACK-
DECKER BDH2000PL vacuum allows you to take powerful action against the dirt and dust that settle everywhere in your home, including crevices, corners and other hard-to-find areas. Powerful, easy to use this rod vacuum, and offers excellent suction that can clear any type of debris from any type of
surface. Features BLACK-DECKER BDH2000PL Vacuum Lightweight and ergonomic design BLACK-DECKER 20V Max Lithium Pivot Vac is a lightweight vacuum with a unique design and swivel feature. The handle is designed to provide a comfortable grip and easy use. There is a button on the handle
to turn the device on/off. The wide-mouthed design allows you to suck up large debris and debris. Because of its compact design and folding function, the device can be easily stored on its own charging dock when not in use. This feature is really a space saver, especially if you have limited storage space.
The BDH2000PL Wireless Design is a wireless vacuum that gives you the freedom to vacuum any area in your home without worrying about dragging the cord, or stumbling and falling on it or searching for the nearest electrical outlet. The 20V BLACK lithium battery and decker Max Lithium Pivot
BDH2000PL are powered by a 20V lithium-ion battery that provides strong suction power and no-focus power. These batteries have a longer lifespan, allowing you to recharge them as many times as you need before you replace them. When fully charged, you can control the device for 12 to 15 minutes.
Although the work time is quite short, it is enough to clean your car or do a quick cleaning in your home. Initially, for optimal battery performance, you will have to charge the device within 24 hours, and after that, it will only take 2 hours for the batteries to be fully charged. The BDH2000PL comes with a
charging base that also serves as a vacuum storage facility. The battery is not only recharged, but can also be replaced. The device also has an LED light light to indicate the state of the vacuum battery. Full light tells you that the batteries are fully charged. Turning nozzle One of the best features of the
BDH2000PL is that it has a swivel nozzle that can rotate over a 200 degree angle. This feature allows you to clean even hard to get to areas without twisting your hand. It can get into any cracks or crevices and do its job. The rotary nozzle has a built-in brush and slit tool that can be extended revoked in
accordance with your requirements. For this reason, individual attachments do not The powerful BDH2000PL suction uses a high-performance engine that provides up to 35 air watts of powerful cyclonic suction throughout the vacuum cleaner process. The suction does not disappear, even if the battery
drains. The three-phase BLACK and DECKER BDH2000PL air filtration system includes a 3 stage air filtration system using a prefilter, cyclonic separation and my filter. While the first phase of the three-phase filtration process removes larger debris, the second stage removes small dust particles. The
third stage cleans the air. If you or any family member suffers from dust allergies, BDH2000PL is a must-have in your home. Transparent Dirt Bowl Transparent Mud Bowl allows you to track the amount of dirt that gets filled in it so that you know exactly when it's time to clean the bowl. The filter, like the
dirty camera, can be easily disconnected and rinsed. The cyclonic action of BDH2000PL uses a cyclonic action to rotate dust and debris from the filter, collect it from the bottom of a bowl of dirt rather than getting ejected back into the air. With this technology, the device supports powerful suction even
when the mud bowl becomes full. Pros Light with excellent Cordless design and portable powerful engine lithium-ion battery technology that offers more battery life rotary nozzle that helps in easy cleaning difficult to reach areas of the Two-Year Warranty Three-speed Cyclonic Cyclonic Technology
Filtration System, which keeps the filter clean and supports the strong suction of the Washable Filter Transparent Bowl of Dirt, which is easily emptied and clean. This means that you need to clean the bin a few times if you want to clean a large area It does not come with any attachments Not very
effectively get rid of pet hair Conclusion BLACK and DECKER BDH2000PL is one of the best wireless, turn side vacs on the market that has a lightweight and ergonomic design, powerful suction, long battery life, three-cup air system and more. If you are looking for a compact and affordable vacuum
cleaner to perform a quick cleaning around your home or inside your car, go for BLACK and DECKER BDH2000PL. It is a vacuum cleaner designed for a long time. If you want feedback on other popular vacuum cleaners, kindly visit our review page. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branches
Migliori recensioni Le pi'1 recenti Migliori recensioni ci sonosioni 0 recensioni e 0 valutazioni dall'Italia Visualizza tutte le recensioni Folks looking for a versatile, lightweight and powerful portable must look at the black and Decker BDH2000PL. Folding head can make it hard to clean areas such as ceiling
vents and cupboard tops. I live in a small townhouse and in setting up, lightweight portable as it would be a great tool to have. At less than 5 pounds, this vacuum is light enough to carry around, but has enough suction to clean decently. It also comes with a new lithium-ion battery, which means it will last
longer and keep the charge better. Another key improvement is this one has a rubber flap that keeps the dirt from falling back out of the bin - another problem that the old twist had. So, thanks to Black and Decker for listening to your customers. A quick look at the features of the Powered 20-volt lithium-ion
batteryFoldable nozzle allows you to clear the area above the head of the 35 air watts, which is stronger than the Dyson DC44/DC59, which produces 28 air watts in a normal mode3 filtration stage systemWashable filter - saves on the operational costsremovable dirty camera washesCyclonic
filtrationTransparent dirt bin easily lets you know if the bin fullProsBetter suction, Than Dyson DC59 in the usual modeSmall trail- requires less storage spaceLy Ion battery is not prone to discharge compared to NiCad batteriesMinmal power disappear throughout the cycle chargeLong 2 year warrantyEsy
for empty Does have no attachments, so there is no risk of any risk Inappropriate anythingConsCan't clean the hair of pets on the carpet because it doesn't have pet hair toolNot floor clean - you'll need a vacuum stick in addition to thisSmall-building dirt binWhat to expect from Black and Decker
BDH2000PL? The biggest improvement that Black and Decker has made with this model is the lithium-ion battery that worlds apart when you compare it to the nickel cadmium battery. NiCad batteries suffer from what you call memory loss. This means that if you don't you have it for a few days, it should
be replenished, which opens up a completely different question. You need almost half a day to fully charge. The lithium-ion battery eliminates this problem. It only takes a few hours to recharge. Just leave it at the charging station and whenever you need to use it, pick it up clean and then put it back.
There's almost zero risk of overcharging because of the smart charging system. In addition, there is consistent power throughout the charge cycle and the minimum power disappears unlike the old NiCad, which disappears slowly. Apps and accessoriesIt doesn't have any attachments whatsoever. All the
tools are built into the device. It comes with a charging base that the previous model did not. Charging time I couldn't find any documentation on how long you need to charge this. But one consumer said you would need to charge it 24 hours when using it for the first time. Subsequent fees will require Two
o'clock. It has an LED light that will stop blinking when the battery is fully charged. Filter cleaningconsumers were happy about how easy it was to clean it up. A big reason is the dirt cup is removable and washes, making cleaning that much easier. Run Run Not many reviews about time run based on
reviews, but based on a few I've collected you'll get about 15 minutes on full charge, but remember that since it uses a lithium-ion battery it will be permanent and will only disappear when the battery is almost empty. The GuaranteeIt comes with a 2-year warranty on vacuum and battery. See it in
Amazon's ActionAn Review showing the differences between the old Pivot and the BDH2000PL... Here's a video that talks about features and a brief demonstration of how this lightweight portable cleans... Naked floor performanceTake note that this vacuum is best used as a stain cleaning tool on small
isolated areas. You can't use this to clean the entire kitchen or dining room floor. The pull out brush tool will work great when cleaning dusty areas. And the slit tool will extend the coverage by a few inches, but you still have to bend over to clear the spots areas. The performance of the carpet This has only
enough energy to clean the dirt surface on the carpet. Don't expect it to be a deep clean carpet or padding because it lacks a motorized brush. The 35 air watts of energy it has on tap is actually 7 more than the 28 air watts that the Dyson DC59 has in normal mode. For a hand vacuum, it's an exceptional
force. Removing pet hairIt will be able to remove the hair of pets on hard floors, but on the carpet all bets are off. It does not have a pet hair tool that can agitate and loosen pet hair on ups ups and downs, so it will rely solely on suction. You can try to use a pull out brush tool for agitation, but it won't be as
effective as a motorized brush or pet hair tool. Also, since the nozzle is narrow, cleaning a lot of pet hair with this can clog it up and will fill the dirt cup pretty quickly, although it will work to some extent on hard surfaces and padding. Consumers have not had any success removing pet hair on the carpet
though, so if you have a lot of pets at home consider something like BDH2000FL instead. Product SpecificationsAttachmentsNoneBattery20 volt lithium-ionChargerCharging standCharging time2 hours (based on reviews)Battery life of 15 minutes (based on reviews)Net weight3 lbShipping weight4.6
poundsCleaning path6.8Overall length18Battery IndicatorYes (LED)Filter typeWashable filter and dirt cupDirt capacity15ozAir Watts35Voltage110-220vManufactured inChinaWarranty2 yearsCustomer ReviewsThis is a relatively new product on the market, so there are only a few reviews, But these
reviews are all positive! Many people who bought this vacuum also used the rod and was Performance. They said the suction force doubled and the absorption corresponded to minimal fading. Some consumers used this inside their cars and were pleased with the results. Black and Decker seemed to
listen to all the negative feedback that Pivot and improved on those with this model. In addition to the battery they have also improved on In these features: a flap inside the nozzle that prevented the debris from falling back outA charging base, allowing you to store this vacuum upright, thus minimizing the
storage of the foot printA removable dirt cup makes it easier to clean and empty Kudos in black and Decker to implement this and it costs less than $80, add to that 2 year warranty, you have a deal. Update (July 31, 2014) This time about 100 people have left a review only on Amazon, and it seems that
Black and Decker have a winner in this product. The compact design, combined with suction power and lithium batteries, is popular with consumers. The folding nozzle though gimmicky for some proved functional at cleaning areas high above your head. The 20-volt lithium battery is not prone to fading, as
older NiCad batteries are charged in just 2 hours. This would be a good vacuum to use on cars due to the compact nozzle design and the presence of a brush tool. Some consumers have noted that working time is more than enough to clean the entire car. Where can I buy this? You can buy this from
Amazon for less than $60 and it will be eligible for their free 2-day shipping if you join Prime.Extended warranty is also available for up to 3 years if you want extra peace of mind. Concluding It would be great for apartment owners or townhouses who need a vacuum that can clean areas of the wired
vacuum will struggle with. areas such as air vents, ceilings and cabinets. Black and Decker really listened to their customers when designing this vacuum and made several key improvements that plugged the flaws of the previous model. With the new lithium battery, this new vacuum will support its
suction throughout the charge cycle and have minimal extinction. A large portable vacuum for small and medium-sized homes to clean the mess spot. If you have a lot of pets though, I won't be able to recommend it to you because it doesn't have animal hair attachments that would make the process
effective. It will still be able to suck the hair of pets, but too much of it will fill the bin quickly. Also, you won't be able to use this to remove pet hair on a medium waving carpet. This vacuum is best suited to supplement the vacuum stick. Vacuum.
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